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MNI Fed Preview: May 2022 
Meeting Dates: Tue-Wed, 3-4 May 
Decision/Statement: Wed 4 May at 1400ET / 1900BST 
Press Conference/Q&A: Wed 4 May at 1430ET / 1930BST 
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MNI POV (Point Of View): Nearing Peak Hawkishness 
 
By Tim Cooper 
 

• May’s FOMC decision will be the most hawkish in recent memory, with a 50bp hike and launching balance sheet 
reduction. 

• However, already aggressive market hike pricing limits the potential hawkish impact. 

• Focus will be on the FOMC’s openness to 75bp hikes and/or moving above “neutral”, and any hint of asset sales. 
 
The May FOMC decision will be the most hawkish in recent memory, almost certainly delivering the first 50bp hike since 
May 2000 (to a 0.75-1.00% range) and an announcement that the balance sheet will shortly begin shrinking. But the bar is set 
very high for the meeting to produce a decisively hawkish market outcome. Since the mid-March meeting, 75bp hikes have 
become the new 50s, with rate futures markets keying on FOMC participants’ explicit intention to raise rates “expeditiously” 
toward (and perhaps beyond) neutral in an effort to stave off rampant inflation pressures.  
 
Fed communication has already been extremely effective in elevating 
market expectations for the rate hike path. Powell’s comment in April 
that a 50bp increase was “on the table” at the May FOMC likely sealed the 
deal for this week, much as his explicit support for a 25bp (as opposed to 
50bp) raise clearly telegraphed the March FOMC move. 

• Rate futures markets are indeed looking for just over 50bp of 
hikes at the May meeting (ie an outside chance of a 75bp 
increase). But it gets increasingly interesting beyond May: 

• For June, a greater than 50bp increase is expected, with around 
50bp priced for July for a total of 105bp in hikes. 

• Then, nearly 90bp of further hikes are fully priced over the three 
meetings until the end of 2022 (Sep, Nov, Dec), to the 2.75-
3.00% Fed funds target range. That includes a mostly-priced 
50bp increase at the September meeting. 

• So, 200bp for the next four meetings including May (equivalent to 
4 x 50bp hikes), and 250bp total between May and year-end. 

…. 
 
 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20220504a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcprojtabl20220504.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20220504a1.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcpresconf20220504.htm
https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/14253/FedReviewMar2022.pdf
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That’s enough to take the Funds rate to neutral – seen in the last Dot Plot at between 2.25-2.50% – and beyond. 

• In 2023, the hiking pace slows, but a further 50bp in hikes are expected by summer to roughly 3.25-3.50%. (Though 
beyond this the funds rate is expected to decline, with 25 to 50bp in cuts anticipated by late 2024.) 

 
Apart from an outright 75bp hike, it’s not straightforward to see how the FOMC could emerge from the May meeting 
signalling a substantially more hawkish outlook than is already implied by market pricing. Yes, some analysts see an 
even higher terminal rate (as high as 3.75-4.00%), with high risk of 75bp hikes in the next couple of meetings, so there is room  
for pricing upside. 
 
The June hike pricing in particular could edge higher if the Fed delivers an effective hawkish message, but a 75bp increase 
is already partly implied. And it might simply bring pricing forward, rather than elevate the rate path in a parallel manner.  
 
Even in a more-hawkish-than-expected scenario, the Statement and Powell’s 
press conference are unlikely to explicitly a 75bp increase, or a quicker path to 
neutral than already implied.  The Statement could unexpectedly shift 
language on forward rate hike guidance to reflect the desire to move in an 
“expeditious” fashion, but this would largely incorporate language we’ve 
already heard from senior FOMC officials including Powell. And again, 200bp 
in hikes are already priced over the next 4 meetings, and it’s hard to be much 
more “expeditious” than that. It may be enough to trigger a hawkish market 
reaction for Powell to say that a 75bp raise can’t be ruled out at a future 
meeting, but he’s unlikely to outright endorse such a prospect, and it’s already 
partly priced in. 
 
By the same token, there are few reasons for the Fed to guide rates 
lower this week, either. Financial conditions remain loose despite the 
significant tightening priced in already, and by some measures inflation 
expectations have ticked higher since the March meeting, so the FOMC has 
little-to-no reason to ease off the brakes now. The unexpected contraction in GDP in Q1 and signs of moderation in core 
inflationary pressures in March are the two biggest, but they come with major caveats (see our macroeconomic review section 
below on). And other data since the blackout period began a couple of weeks ago, including the employment cost index, have 
largely reinforced inflation concerns.  
 
More likely, the FOMC communications will affirm market pricing, reiterating participants’ desire to get rates to neutral by 
the end of the year if not earlier, and then assessing how far beyond it must go. That implies at least three variables at play: 1) 
where neutral is, 2) how quickly to get there, and 3) what it would take to raise rates significantly beyond neutral. At this point 
the FOMC probably remains uncertain on all three questions, and will want to keep its options open. 
 
 

Statement: Eyeing “Expeditious” Rate Hike Guidance 

(Link to March FOMC statement) 
 
Outside of the rate hike decision and balance sheet runoff announcement (see section below), there aren’t many substantive 
changes expected to the statement. As such we haven’t included any statement language changes as part of our Instant 
Answers, but identify the following as potentially impactful: 

• Rate guidance: Currently says the FOMC “anticipates that ongoing increases in the target range will be appropriate”. 
That’s not expected to change, though if it does, it’s likely to be in a hawkish direction to signify further hikes greater 
than 25bp at the next couple of meetings at least in an effort to get to neutral quickly. 

o Citing an intention to do so “expeditiously” would reflect language recently adopted by FOMC 
speakers, including Chair Powell. It would be somewhat unexpected though, and would provide a 
floor under market expectations of 50bp hikes at the next couple of meetings at least. 

• Inflation drivers: The first paragraph says “Inflation remains elevated, reflecting supply and demand imbalances 
related to the pandemic, higher energy prices, and broader price pressures.” 

o Altering the second part of this sentence regarding supply and demand imbalances (ie removing 
“related to the pandemic”) would probably signal a more hawkish outlook on broadening - and 
increasingly sticky - inflation pressures. 

• Global / COVID factors: The 2nd paragraph could be adjusted to include the potential impact of China COVID 
lockdowns on global supply chains / inflation, in addition to the Ukraine-Russia war already in the paragraph. 
Additionally, the language on the FOMC’s assessments taking into account “readings on public health” may be due for 
retirement. 
  

Our Instant Answers eye potential dissents to the rate hike decision (how many if any; and how many in favor of a 
larger or smaller rate hike). 

• Assuming a 50bp raise, dissents if any would probably tilt to the 75bp hike side – in the pre-meeting period, the current 
FOMC voting slate seemed all but unanimous in looking for a half-point increase. Recall St Louis Fed Pres Bullard 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20220316a.htm
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dissented in favor of 50bp at the March meeting vs the 25bp decided upon, so he’d be the prime candidate in the event 
of another hawkish dissent. 

• A surprise 75bp hike might be met by a dissent or two to the dovish side. 
 

Press Conference: Powell Won’t Rule Out 75bp 
 
Powell’s press conference could lean a little more hawkish than the FOMC statement itself, with Powell potentially repeating 
comments from April re an “expeditious” and/or “front-loaded” rate hike cycle to come. That would imply more hikes greater than 
25bp in magnitude at the upcoming meetings. The main intrigue is how much he reinforces market pricing for 100+bp in 
total hikes at the June and July meetings, which implies a high probability of a 75bp raise at a single meeting. 

• Powell will almost certainly be asked about the prospects of a 75bp increase, and whether the FOMC discussed such a 
possibility at this week’s gathering. 

• The most likely scenario is that he repeats his commentary on future rate hikes from March’s meeting, where he 
doesn’t officially endorse the prospect of larger increases, but also doesn’t rule it out, reiterating that “each meeting is a 
live meeting”.  

• Nomura – which has the most aggressive Fed hike pricing view we’ve seen (including 75bp raises in June and July), 
says one risk is that Powell refers to the 1994 hiking cycle in response to questions about a 75bp move. That cycle was 
the last time the Fed hiked by 75bp. 

• Also of interest at the press conference is whether the FOMC discussed future balance sheet plans, including on 
outright MBS sales. Any hint of future Treasury sales would be a very hawkish development. 

 
Balance Sheet: Laying Out The QT Plan 
 
The March FOMC meeting minutes released Apr 6 revealed conclusions on Fed balance sheet normalization that were in line 
with consensus expectations for the most part, though had a few surprises. The final plan is expected to be laid out at the May 
FOMC meeting.  

• If balance sheet runoff (more colloquially, “QT” or “quantitative tightening”) is announced, it will probably be mentioned 
briefly in the statement, with an accompanying addendum describing the parameters. In the last cycle, the June 2017 
FOMC addendum laid the groundwork for QT starting in October 2017 – the Fed announced this at the September 
2017 meeting, saying simply that “in October, the Committee will initiate the balance sheet normalization program 
described in the June 2017 Addendum to the Committee's Policy Normalization Principles and Plans.” 

• The January 2022 FOMC came with the addendum “Principles for Reducing the Size of the Federal Reserve's Balance 
Sheet” which laid out a very basic outline for asset runoff. It will have to be updated with more details before QT can 
get underway. 

• That is likely to happen Wednesday, though there is some uncertainty about whether QT will instead be teed up for a 
mid-June start with the final parameters to be outlined at the mid-June FOMC. NY Fed’s Williams and Vice Chair 
Brainard have clarified since the March minutes’ release that a May announcement would mean a June start (this was 
a slight surprise, as most analysts had expected a May announcement to mean a mid-May start). 

 
Our Instant Answers attempt to capture the main questions, assuming the Fed announces QT: 

• What will be the initial size of runoff caps for both Treasuries and MBS? (Expected roughly: $20B Tsy, $10B) 

• What will be the size of runoff caps for both Treasuries and MBS at the end of the ramp-up period? ($60B Tsy, 
$35B MBS expected) 

• How long will the ramp-up period be? (Expected: 3 months, though some analysts see a slightly longer period) 

• Does the FOMC discuss tweaking the weighted average maturity of its portfolio at some point? This is more of  
a wild card, and would probably point to an intention to shorten the duration of the SOMA portfolio (ie a “reverse twist”) 
in an attempt to steepen. It seems premature for the FOMC to make such intentions explicit, if it ever does. 

 
Here are the expectations so far: 

• Caps: As with the 2017-19 balance sheet normalization, the Fed plans 
to set “caps” to reinvestment – up to which, the amount of maturing Tsy 
and MBS will be allowed to “run off”, with amounts above that 
reinvested. 

• Pace: The FOMC’s envisaged $95B ($60B Tsy / $35B MBS) monthly 
runoff cap in the March minutes is in line with existing sell-
side expectations of a $90-100B terminal pace, and around double the 
“terminal” pace in 2017-19 of $50B ($30B Tsy, $20B MBS). 

• Bills: The inclusion of bills in the runoff caps were a modest surprise, 
though not seen as a game-changer. When maturing Tsys come in 
below the cap, T-bills will make up the difference. Even so, it will take 
at least 2-3 years to run down the $325B bill portfolio.  

• MBS: There’s general agreement that actual peak MBS runoff will 
amount to close to $30B/month, below the $35B cap. See chart at 
right for the NY Fed’s estimate of MBS principal payments through 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20170614c.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20170614c.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20220126c.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20220126c.htm
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end-2023: the forecast with rates 100bp lower (which would accelerate mortgage prepayments and thus increase 
amortizations) looks unreachable given rising mortgage yields. 

• No Sales Yet…: But despite the Fed’s desire to reduce MBS’s footprint in the SOMA portfolio, no outright asset sales 
are envisaged for the time being. This is seen as being an issue for 2023 at the earliest (though at least one sell-side 
analyst, Nomura, sees MBS sales beginning in January 2023). 

• …As Could Be Disruptive: Indeed, the potential for market disruption and political optics of possible losses for the 
central bank could deter active balance sheet reduction, former Fed staffers told MNI. 

• Endgame: The Fed could decide to accelerate the pace of runoff at some point in future (or indeed slow it down, but 
that doesn’t appear to be an immediate prospect). But most analysts agree that the Fed is likely to continue to run off 
assets at a steady pace through at least late 2023 until the balance sheet reaches something close to pre- pandemic 
levels as a percentage of GDP, down to 20-25% of GDP, vs 35% now. 

• Liability Management: Bank reserves are seen falling from close to 18% of GDP, to around 8-10% of GDP (was 
around 8% pre-pandemic). And ON RRP takeup is seen falling to near zero. 

 
Macro and Financial Developments Since The March 15-16 FOMC 
 

By Chris Harrison 
 

The labor market just kept on tightening… 
The first of the major releases after the FOMC hiked 25bp in 
March, the employment report for March was all-around solid. 
Payroll growth was broadly as expected after positive revisions 
(i.e. strong at 431k, 562k 3mma) and an even faster household 
measure of employment meant that the unemployment rate fell 
a tenth more than expected to 3.6% despite the participation 
rate rising further. That is just one tenth off the pre-pandemic 
low of 3.5%, also where the median FOMC participant expects 
the unemployment rate to sit in 4Q22 and 4Q23.  
 
The labor market tightness supported a bounce back in 
average hourly earnings growth after a surprisingly soft Feb. 
Consensus heading into the upcoming April report has the 
unemployment rate falling another tenth to 3.5% and a further 
+0.4% M/M increase in AHE. Supporting this labor market 
strength, the Employment Cost Index for Q1 most recently 
came in stronger than expected, accelerating to +1.4% Q/Q and with the wage & salary component also rising +1.2% Q/Q, with 
strength in both private and public industries.  

 
…But CPI inflation surprisingly eased 
Headline CPI inflation surged in March on roaring energy prices but core CPI surprisingly missed by two tenths at ‘just’ +0.3% 
M/M as it slowed from 0.5% in Feb. Nearly all of this moderation was attributable to used car prices beginning to fall by larger 
amounts after a stellar 2021 but there were signs of broader inflationary pressures easing just slightly from extremely strong 
rates. The underlying story remains one of a rotation away from core goods to core services, just one where core goods inflation 
happened to slow at a faster pace.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The CPI miss saw a modest dip in Fed hike expectations, but it was reversed in subsequent days with a much stronger than 
expected PPI inflation print the next day and an expected but still strong bounce in retail sales the day after that. There were few 
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other positive data surprises until very recently with the strength in the aforementioned ECI, but hike expectations nevertheless 
continued to firm.  
 
One area of relative weakness though was core PCE inflation, which followed in the footsteps of the softer CPI print. Whilst the 
March figure was as expected at +0.3% M/M, downward revisions meant that it has cooled at this lower rate for two months now 
after four months averaging +0.5% M/M. That said, even this softer pace is still easily stronger than that required to hit the 2% 
inflation target.  

 
Financial conditions have tightened considerably  
 
A huge increase in Fed hike expectations, with a cumulative 113bp priced for 
the June meeting and 253bp for the six meetings left this year, has seen 
Treasury yields sit some 75bp higher. Interestingly though, the 2s10s spread 
is back close to where it was after gyrations over the period from conflicting 
forces of growth fears and QT plans.  
 
The US dollar has also strengthened notably since then, up 5% with an 
acceleration in the past week, whilst equities are marginally lower.   
 
The combination has seen some of the string taken out of market-based 
inflation expectation measures but longer-term 5Y5Y inflation swaps still sit 
higher than at past meetings at increasingly elevated levels, with the 
important caveat that long-term survey measures remain reasonably 
anchored.  
 

 
 

 

MNI Instant Answers: 
 
The questions that we have selected for this meeting are: 

 

• Federal Funds Rate Range Maximum 

• Total Dissenters 

• Number of dissenters favoring a smaller rate hike 

• Number of dissenters favoring a larger rate hike  

• If the FOMC announces QT, what is the amount capped per month INITIALLY for Treasuries?   

• If the FOMC announces QT, what is the amount capped/month by the end of the ramp-up period for Tsys? 

• If the FOMC announces QT, what is the amount capped per month INITIALLY for MBS?   

• If the FOMC announces QT, what is the amount capped/month by the end of the ramp-up period for MBS? 

• If the FOMC announces QT, what is the length of the ramp-up period in months?  

• Does the FOMC discuss tweaking the weighted average maturity of its portfolio at some point?  

 
(Formerly Human Readable Algo) The markets team have selected a subsection of questions we think could be most market moving and will publish the 
answer to all of these questions within a few seconds of the Fed statement being released. These questions are subject to change; clients will be informed of 
any changes via our Edge and Bullets services. A comprehensive list of questions is available on the MNI Monitor (available via the website here: 
https://www.marketnews.com/realdisplay?product=AFM 

 

  

Levels Change since

Latest Mar 16 Jan 26

UST 2Y 2.71 % 78 156 bp

UST 10Y 2.93 % 75 107 bp

2s10s 21 bp -3 -49 bp

Fed Funds Jun'22 113 bp 46 47 bp

Fed Funds Dec'22 253 bp 93 138 bp

5Y breakeven 3.35 % -7 54 bp

5Y5Y infl swap 2.75 % 19 29 bp

S&P500 4288 -2 -1 %

DXY 103.2 5 7 %

WTI 105.4 $ 11 21 %

VIX 30.0 12 -6 %

Source: Bloomberg, MNI - as of 29.04.2022

https://www.marketnews.com/realdisplay?product=AFM
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Market-Implied Rate Outlook 
 

 
  
 Source: Bloomberg, MNI Market News. Updated May 2, 2022 

• Rate futures markets are looking for just over 50bp of hikes at the May meeting (ie a small chance of a 75bp 
increase). But for June and July, over 100bp are priced in, with a 2.75-3.00% Fed funds target range by year-
end. In 2023, the hiking pace slows, but a further 50bp in hikes are expected by summer to roughly 3.25-3.50% 
– after which the funds rate is expected to decline, with 25 to 50bp in cuts anticipated by late 2024. Updated 
May 2, 2022 

 
 
 

 

 
• Inflation readings continue to set new highs on a Y/Y basis, but economic activity indicators have been mixed 

and financial conditions have tightened since the March FOMC meeting. (Updated Apr 29, 2022) 
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Key Inter-Meeting FedSpeak – May 2022 
 
Chair Powell clearly telegraphed the FOMC’s likely decision at the May meeting in public intermeeting comments, 
pointing to a half-point rate hike and a balance sheet runoff announcement. 

• Those views were corroborated by many FOMC members in the lead-up to the May meeting, including by 
key members such as NY’s Williams (and none directly contradicted the 50bp outlook). 

• The March meeting minutes all but pre-announced the likely QT announcement details, including a 3-
month ramp-up period to eventual runoff “caps” of $60B for Treasuries and $35B for MBS, with bills making 
up shortfalls to the Tsy runoff cap in any given month. 

• A few terms have entered the regular FOMC communication lexicon including references to “expedient” 
and “front-loaded” rate hikes, alluding to increases larger than 25bp. 

• Several FOMC members expressed that it would be appropriate for rates to rise to neutral by the end of the 
year, and consensus around that neutral figure was somewhere between 2.00-2.50% (corresponding to the 
longer-run dot in the March SEP). 

• On the hawkish-tilting side of the outlook, Powell among others said raising rates above neutral could be 
necessary to fight inflation, with the economy well prepared to withstand tighter policy. 

• On the more dovish side, some pointed to uncertainty about the outlook. 

• While St Louis Fed Pres Bullard remained at the hawkish vanguard of the FOMC by suggesting that a 75bp 
hike could be possible at the May meeting, he said it wasn’t his base case.  

• No other FOMC members suggested they supported a 75bp increase. Cleveland Fed Pres Mester, who is 
on the hawkish end of the Committee and a 2022 voter, said she didn’t think a 75bp increase was needed. 
 

 

 
Our matrix uses the following methodology based on the MNI Markets Team`s subjective analysis. Hawkish/Dovish 
scores indicate MNI`s subjective assessment of each member`s stance on monetary policy. -10 implies member 
believes aggressive easing warranted; +10 is most hawkish, implies member believes aggressive tightening 
warranted. Scores around -2 to +2 considered relatively neutral.  On Influence, the x-axis runs from 0 ('least 
influential') to 10 ('most influential'). Voters in the current year receive a minimum score of 6; the Chair receives a 10 
and Board of Governors members receive at least 7. Those who are not voters in the current year are limited to a 
score of 4; among them, those due to vote next year receive higher influence scores (rising towards end of current 
year), and vice-versa. * Board of Governors nominees awaiting confirmation; monetary policy bias assumed for now 
to be neutral. ** Harker expected to vote at May 2022 FOMC in place of interim Boston Fed President. *** Collins 
assumes Boston Fed presidency on July 1. 

 
 

Member Role 

Voter 

Monetary Policy Commentary Since March FOMC 

‘22 ‘23 

J Powell 
BOG, 
Chair 

X X 
On the inflation outlook: "The inflation outlook had deteriorated significantly this year even before Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine. The risk is rising that an extended period of high inflation could push longer-term 
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Member Role 

Voter 

Monetary Policy Commentary Since March FOMC 

‘22 ‘23 

expectations uncomfortably higher. It continues to seem likely that hoped-for supply-side healing will come over 
time as the world ultimately settles into some new normal, but the timing and scope of that relief are highly 
uncertain. In the meantime, as we set policy, we will be looking to actual progress on these issues and not 
assuming significant near-term supply-side relief." - Mar 21 
On a 50bp hike in May: "There’s something in the idea of front-end loading...I would say that 50 basis points will 
be on the table for the May meeting.” - Apr 21 
On monetary policy: "We have had an expectation that inflation would peak around this time... These 
expectations have been disappointed in the past and so now we are really wanting to see actual progress. 
There’s, it may be that the actual peak was in March but we don’t know that, and so we’re not going to count on it 
... but we are really going to be raising rates and getting expeditiously to levels that are more neutral, and then 
that are actually tight, tightening policy, if that turns out to be appropriate once we get there." - Apr 21 
On the labor market: "It is a very, very good labor market for workers...it is our job to get it into a better place 
where supply and demand are closer together.” - Apr 21 

J Williams 
NY 
Fed, V 
Chair 

X X 

On rate hikes: "From a monetary policy point of view, it does make sense for us to move expeditiously towards 
more-normal levels of the federal funds rate… I think the economy can withstand real interest rates at neutral or 
a bit above… I guess my baseline assumption is the neutral nominal federal funds rate in the long run is probably 
still in the very low 2 percent, to 2-1/2 percent, range." Apr 14 
On a 50bp hike in May: “I think that’s a reasonable option for us because the federal funds rate is very low…we 
do need to move policy back to more neutral levels.” – Apr 14 

L Brainard 
BOG, 
V 
Chair 

X X 

On monetary policy: ““We are doing that [reining in inflation pressures] by tightening monetary policy 
methodically, and it is through a series of interest rate increases as well as beginning that balance sheet runoff.” -
Apr 12 
On rate hikes: "In terms of exactly what the right pace of that set of increases in the policy rate is from meeting 
to meeting, I don’t merely want to focus on that, but I would just say that the combined effect will bring policy 
stance to a more neutral posture expeditiously later this year."- Apr 12 
 

M Bowman BOG X X No commentary on current monetary policy since March meeting 

C Waller BOG X X 

On monetary policy: "The data [was]  basically screaming at us to go 50 but the geopolitical events were telling 
you to go forward with caution [to support a 25bp hike in March]. Going forward that will be an issue whether to 
think about going 50 in the next couple of meetings or not. But the data certainly seem to suggest that we move 
in that direction.  I really favor front-loading our rate hikes that we need to do more withdrawal of accommodation 
now if we want to have an impact on inflation later this year and next year. In that sense, the way to front-load it 
is to pull some rate hikes forward, which would imply 50 basis points at one or multiple meetings in the near 
future. This is probably going to knock off a half a percent off growth this year. This economy is still going to be 
growing at a very healthy pace this year even with this" - Mar 18 
On a May 50bp hike: “I prefer a front-loading approach. So a 50 basis-point hike in May would be consistent 
with that and possibly more in June and July…We want to get above neutral certainly by the later half of this year 
and we need to get closer to neutral as soon as possible… I don't see any value in trying to shock the markets; 
we are not in a Volcker kind of moment.” – Apr 13 

L Cook BOG X X Confirmation pending 

P Jefferson BOG X X Confirmation pending 

Vacant BOG X X Unoccupied, nomination pending (Sarah Bloom Raskin withdrew her nomination) 

L Mester 
Clev. 
Fed 

X  

On monetary policy: “Our intent is to reduce accommodation at the pace necessary to bring demand into better 
balance with constrained supply in order to get inflation under control while sustaining the expansion in economic 
activity and healthy labor markets.” – Apr 14 
On a 75bp hike: “It’s always good to remember that monetary policy transmits to the economy via expectations 
and movements in financial markets...so that’s why I kind of favor this methodical approach rather than, you 
know, a shock of 75 basis points. I don’t think it’s needed for what we’re trying to do with our policy." - Apr 22 

E George 
K.C. 
Fed 

X  

On monetary policy: “It is clear that removing accommodation is required. How much and how aggressively 
accommodation should be removed is far more uncertain. Given the state of the economy, with inflation at a 40-
year high and the unemployment rate near record lows, moving expeditiously to a neutral stance of policy is 
appropriate. ... My view is that an inverted curve has implications for financial stability with incentives for reach-
for-yield behavior. An inverted yield curve also pressures traditional bank lending models that rely on net interest 
margins, or the spread between borrowing short and lending long...The landscape we face is murky. Uncertainty 
and risks seem likely to accompany each step on the path to policy normalization, demanding equal doses of 
flexibility and resolve." -Mar 30 

J Bullard 
St. 
Louis 
Fed 

X  

On monetary policy: “We want to get to neutral expeditiously, I guess is the word of the day… I’ve even said 
we want to get above neutral as early as the third quarter and try to put further downward pressure on inflation at 
that point.” – Apr 19 
On rate hikes: “You can’t do it all at once, but I think it behooves us to get to that level [above 3%] by the end of 
the year.” – Apr 19 
On a 75bp hike: "More than 50 basis points is not my base case at this point… I wouldn’t rule it out, but it is not 
my base case here." - Apr 19 
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Member Role 

Voter 

Monetary Policy Commentary Since March FOMC 

‘22 ‘23 

Vacant 
Bos. 
Fed 

X  Susan M. Collins will assume the Boston Fed presidency on July 1. No monetary policy commentary 
from interim President Kenneth C. Montgomery, First VP And COO Of Boston Fed 

P Harker 
Phil 
Fed 

** X 

On inflation: "Generous fiscal policies, supply chain disruptions, and accommodative monetary policy have 
pushed inflation far higher than I - and my colleagues on the FOMC - are comfortable with…"I'm also worried that 
inflation expectations could become unmoored." Apr 6 
On rate hikes and 50bp at the May meeting: "I am very open to going faster…seven this year, six more to go, 
is my median, my modal forecast, but I'm open to doing more, if the data were just in that direction… I wouldn't 
take 50 basis point increase off the table for the next meeting. I'm not committing to that right now but I wouldn't 
take it off the table". – Mar 29. "I expect a series of deliberate, methodical hikes as the year continues and the 
data evolve." - Apr 14 

N Kashkari 
Minn. 
Fed 

 X 

On risks to his new forecast for 2022 rate hikes to 175bp vs 50bp previously: “If my [] explanation of the 
enduring high inflation noted is right (that it will still prove transitory but take much longer than expected), then I 
believe the FOMC will need to remove accommodation and get modestly above neutral while the inflationary 
dynamics unwind. However, if my second explanation [] is right (that the economy is in a high-pressure, high-
inflation equilibrium), then the FOMC will need to act more aggressively and bring policy to a contractionary 
stance in order to move the economy back to an equilibrium consistent with our 2 percent inflation target. Over 
the course of this year, while we are moving to what I expect will be a neutral policy stance, we will get 
information to help us determine how much further we may need to go.” -Mar 18 
On the yield curve: "While conditions today are obviously different than 2018, I continue to believe the yield 
curve gives us useful feedback about where the path of policy is relative to neutral." - Mar 30 

Vacant 
Dall. 
Fed 

 X 
Dallas Fed Pres Kaplan announced his resignation Sep 27. No monetary policy commentary from interim 
President Meredith Black, First VP And COO Of Dallas Fed 

C Evans 
Chic. 
Fed 

 X 

On rate hikes: “If you want to get to neutral by December, that would probably require something like nine hikes 
this year, and you’re not going to get that if you just do 25 at each meeting.” -Apr 11 "If we did 50 at this meeting, 
50 at the next meeting, and then thought that we were front-loaded, and we could do 25 for the rest of the year, 
that would take us to 2.25-2.5%, and that would be, arguably, neutral." - Apr 20 
On monetary policy: ““Probably we are going beyond neutral….that’s my expectation, when I see that, taking 
out special factors, I’m still left with 3 to 3.5% inflation.. that’s not what we want. If we’re at a 2.5% inflation rate, I 
think we have more things to ponder there.” – Apr 19 

T Barkin 
Rich. 
Fed 

  

On rate hikes: [Says he sees] “a lot of rate increases [in 2022… "I do take rates to restrictive… I’m very open to 
half point moves.”- Mar 18. “The rate path we forecasted in March shouldn't drive economic decline. We're still 
far from the level of rates that constrain the economy… our balance sheet moves can work in the background to 
reinforce this rate path." – Apr 6 "The best short-term path for us is to move rapidly to the neutral range and then 
test whether pandemic-era inflation pressures are easing, and how persistent inflation has become… If 
necessary, we can move further" - Apr 12 

R Bostic 
Atl. 
Fed 

  

On rate hikes: "I pencilled in six rate hikes for 2022 and two more for 2023. I recognize that I am toward the 
bottom of the distribution relative to my colleagues, but the elevated levels of uncertainty are front forward in my 
mind and have tempered my confidence that an extremely aggressive rate path is appropriate today." -Mar 21 
* “I am reluctant to really declare that I want to go a long way beyond our neutral place because that may be 
more hikes than are warranted given the economic environment… I’m kind of uncomfortable to declare with that 
much certainty that I know exactly what’s going to happen such that I can tell you exactly how fast or when we 
should get exactly to neutral or even if we should go beyond it…I don't think it is easy to know for sure how 
strong the economy is going to continue to be as we move through the summer and into the fall as we increase 
our rates." - Apr 19 
On a 75bp hike: “Any action is actually possible, although it’s not something that’s really on my radar right now.” 
– Apr 19 

M Daly 
S.F. 
Fed 

  

On rate hikes: “I see an expeditious march to neutral by the end of the year as a prudent path…you need to 
make up the difference of 2 percentage points over the course of the remaining meetings, so we will likely be 
taking a 50 bp increase at a couple of the meetings and starting our balance sheet reduction program…moving 
purposefully to a more neutral stance that does not stimulate the economy is the top priority.” -Apr 20 
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Analyst Views – Fed Outlook 
All analysts expect the FOMC to hike rates by 50bp and announce the start of balance sheet reduction at 
the May meeting.  

• Most see a 50bp hike in June as well, though Nomura stands out with its expectation for 75bp increases in 
both June and July.  

• Nomura also has the highest “terminal” rate in the cycle, seeing a 3.75-4.00% range by mid-2023, ie 375bp 
of total hikes. A few see 325-350bp. 

• Others don’t see the Fed getting that far, with terminal rate expectations closer to 2.50%. 

• We have begun seeing few recession calls emerge for late 2023 (eg Deutsche, Rabobank). 

• While analysts are agreed that the FOMC will announce terminal balance sheet runoff “caps” totalling 
$95B, there are minor disagreements over the timing of the initial reductions (some see mid-May, others 
see June) and the initial cap sizes (from $19B to $65B) and the phase-in period (consensus 3 months, 
some see 4 to 6 months). 

 
Table sorted high-to-low by Fed funds “terminal” rate in cycle, where this could be ascertained by analyst’s May FOMC meeting 
preview. “QT Start” refers to timing of implementation, not announcement. 
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Analysts’ Key Comments 

 
Note summaries in alphabetical order of institution.  
 
ABN Amro: Hiking To 2.75% Before Pausing 
 

• Future action: 50bp rate hikes in May and June, 25bp steps thereafter to 2.5-2.75% by early 2023 and 
pausing thereafter.  

 
Barclays: Doubling Up The Tightening Pace 
 
Barclays sees a 50bp hike and an announcement of gradual balance sheet reduction at the May FOMC. 

• QT to begin in June, at $20B Tsys / $15B MBS, $65B in July ($40/25) and full $95B in August.. 

• Press conference: Much of the discussion to be around the speed at which FOMC is prepared to lift 
policies to neutral. Powell’s probable reaction function once neutral has been reached will be in focus; as 
will whether FOMC is willing to trade on full employment mandate in order to bring down inflation. 

• Future action: 50bp hike in June, with 25bp hikes from July onward. 

BNP Paribas: How Many 50bp Hikes Will Powell Tee Up? 

BNP expects the Fed to hike 50bp and officially announce balance sheet runoff at the May meeting. While they 
expect limited statement changes, the press conference could be interesting re Powell’s policy guidance. 

• Statement: Could telegraph preference to front-load 50bp hikes with hinting at, for example, an “expedited 
pace” with reference to “ongoing increases in the target range”. 

• Unanimous vote; Bullard could dissent for 75bp but unlikely to be joined. 

• Press conference: Powell will likely communicate an increasing preference for a front-loaded rate hiking 
cycle. Expect him to reiterate the prioritization of price over activity data to drive policy. 

• “While he is unlikely to give a hard number or any minimum guarantee, the extent of his engagement on 
this question [of how front-loaded hikes will be] will be telling.” 

• BNP sees Powell guidance on preconditions warranting a downshift back to a 25bp pace “could signal 
upside risks” to a core scenario of 50bp hikes in just May and June, “if he ties the downshift to  
improvements in inflation and labor market data (which we do not expect until later in the year at best), or 
similarly if he links it to reaching a neutral policy stance.” 

• Powell “could provide information that could come more explicitly in the meeting minutes that reveals 
officials’ increasing willingness to go above neutral this year”. 

• Future action: 225bp of hikes this year, including 50bp in May and June, but risks tilt toward more 50bp 
moves. Risks around QT are “asymmetric”, tilting toward a slower pace. 

 
CIBC: 50bp Hike Seems Like A Lock 
 
“A 50 basis point rate hike from the Fed seems to be a lock at this point, with the accompanying statement brushing 
aside the first quarter GDP decline,” CIBC writes. 

• Future action: 50bp hikes at the June and July meetings. 
 
Citi: Hawkish, But Hawkish Enough? 
 
Citi expects the Fed to maintain its hawkish stance at the May meeting, hiking by 50bp and beginning balance 
sheet runoff (in May). with markets fixated on the potential for a future 75bp hike. But since markets are already 
hawkish, it’s conceivable that the reaction is dovish. 

• Press conference: Powell to guide toward 50bp future hikes but won’t rule out a 75bp move. 
 
Commerzbank: Rates To Peak At 3.50% 
 
The Fed will probably hike 50bp and decide on details of balance sheet reduction at the May meeting, writes 
Commerzbank. 

• Future action: 200bp in hikes by year-end, with rates peaking in 2023 at around 3.50%. Commerzbank 
sees the neutral rate as at least 3.00%. 
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Credit Suisse: FOMC To Avoid Dovish Surprises 
 
The Fed’s set to hike by 50bp and announce balance sheet runoff (beginning in June) at the May meeting, writes 
Credit Suisse.  

• QT caps “could be” phased in over 1 or 2 quarters. 

• Statement: Forward guidance for rates unchanged.  

• Press conference: Powell to elaborate on the rationale for a 50bp hike, with emphasis on inflation. 

• Likely to sound more concerned about a wage-price spiral, but repeat that expectations still anchored. 

• To keep options of future 50bp hikes open; and to be open-minded about potential MBS sales. 

• Future action: FOMC “to avoid any dovish surprises” at coming meetings. 50bp hikes in June and July, 
with 25bp hikes thereafter (250bp total in 2022), followed by 25bp hikes in 2023 to 3.50-3.75%. 

 
Danske: Quickly Back To Neutral 
 
At this week’s meeting, Danske sees a 50bp hike and an announcement for balance sheet reduction to begin in 
May. The Fed will signal that more 50bp hikes are likely in coming months to get quickly back to neutral. 

• “We cannot rule out that the Federal Reserve needs to follow the “emerging market central bank playbook” 
by out-hiking expectations.” 

• Future action: 50bp hikes in June and July, with 25bp in Sep, Nov and Dec for 250bp total in 2022. 2 
more 25bp hikes in early 2023, to 300bp total. Risks still skewed toward faster hikes. 

• On QT, if MBS prepayments are low, the Fed may opt to sell outright. 
 
Deutsche: Powell To Affirm Hike Pricing 
 
The Fed will follow through on pre-meeting rhetoric and hike by 50bp while announcing that QT will begin in June, 
according to Deutsche Bank. 

• Initial caps of $20B Tsy / $10B MBS, $40B/$20B in July, $60B/$35B August. 

• Statement: Apart from maintaining forward guidance on rates, will tweak 2nd paragraph to summarize the 
current assessment of global developments (ie Ukraine / China lockdowns). 

• Press conference: Powell to affirm the pricing of further 50bp hikes at Jun and July meetings (though 
won’t pre-commit to a particular sequence at upcoming meetings) and continue to stress the need to 
“expeditiously” move to a more neutral policy stance. 

• At the very least, he won’t push back against market pricing. But won’t signal hikes larger than 50bp. 

• Powell to emphasize need for rates to rise more clearly above neutral next year; will be interesting to hear 
how the FOMC sees the nominal rate. 

• On QT, any signals Powell offers on potential timeline for MBS sales will be important. 

• Future action: 50bp hikes in Jun and Jul, rate to peak at 3.625% around mid-2023. In addition, QT 
equivalent to another three 25bp increases. Tightening to induce recession beginning in late 2023. 

 
Goldman Sachs: Key Question Is What Comes Next 
 
Goldman Sachs agrees with consensus on a 50bp hike and QT announced at the May meeting, and they say the 
key question is what comes next.  

• They see a June start to QT and a 3-month phase in period. 

• Despite Bullard raising the possibility of 75bp hikes, this is unlikely (but not implausible under certain 
circumstances, eg inflation / expectations rise faster than expected). 

• Statement: Minimal changes apart from rate hike and balance sheet runoff; overall, “lower-than-normal 

• risk of either a hawkish or dovish surprise.” 

• Press conference: Pay close attention to any Powell comments that suggest 50bp hikes beyond June. 

• “For example, a shift in language indicating an intention to hike expeditiously “to neutral” (vs. “toward 
neutral”) would likely signal the FOMC intends to continue hiking in 50bp increments past June.” 

• Future action: Another 50bp hike in June, then 25bp per meeting for rest of 2022. But “reasonably high 
chances” of 50bp hikes until reaching 2.25-2.50% (which is the FOMC median “neutral” rate). 

• The March FOMC minutes opened the door to MBS sales, but “our best guess” is that they won’t “since 
FOMC participants have a strong preference for using the policy rate as the primary tool for adjusting 
monetary policy and MBS holdings as a share of the Fed’s balance sheet will most likely never rise to an 
uncomfortable level.” 
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ING: 50bp Hikes Coming Again In June And July 
 
ING’s looking for the Fed to hike 50bp in May alongside a formal QT announcement.  

• They see the QT pace starting at $50B, rising to $95B by September. 

• Q1 GDP weakness makes it less likely we’ll hear the Fed explicitly make the case for a future 75bp hike. 

• Future action: 50bp hikes in June and July, back to 25bp pace afterwards with funds rate peaking at 3% in 
early 2023. Risks are skewed toward faster hikes. 

 
JPMorgan: Expect A Sternly Hawkish Tone From Powell 
 
JPMorgan sees a 50bp hike and the announcement of the start of QT at the May meeting, but also thinks there’s 
an “outside chance (perhaps one-in-five) of a 75bp raise. 
Possible there will be a dissent or two. 

• “The Powell Fed has displayed a strong preference to telegraph its intentions ahead of meeting day, and 
for that reason we think 50bp is very likely... But if there is a time to break from habit it’s when the Fed’s 
inflation credibility is being called into question, and so we don’t write off the possibility of a larger rate 
move.” 

• QT to begin in June. Could revisit decision to include bill runoff in monthly caps, but don’t expect to hear 
anything further on asset sales in May’s implementation note. 

• Statement: Forward guidance will again indicate that “ongoing increases” in rates will be appropriate. This 
wouldn’t lock in expectations for a given size of future hikes, only that more hikes are needed.  

• Risks to guidance skew hawkish; “continue to expeditiously remove accommodation” could imply 50bp 
hikes until reaching neutral. JPM notes that “may be too much for the majority of the Committee to 
stomach.” 

• Press conference: Expect a “sternly hawkish tone” from Powell, who will convey the need to return rates 
to neutral, and high likelihood will need to go into restrictive territory. Will likely indicate that 50bp or larger 
hikes are “fair game” in coming meetings. 

 
Morgan Stanley: Powell Could Indicate “Many” On FOMC See 50bp Hikes  
 
Morgan Stanley sees a 50bp hike and balance sheet runoff announced at the May meeting. 

• Statement: To say “that "ongoing increases in the target range will be appropriate to move the stance of 
monetary policy toward a neutral posture expeditiously." 

• Press conference: Powell may provide indication that “many” FOMC participants see more 50bp 
increases as likely necessary, while emphasizing optionality. Will present the FOMC’s desire to get policy 
back to neutral by the end of the year, or perhaps sooner. Will provide some further detail around the 
balance sheet debates, including MBS sales. 

 
NatWest: Little New Policy Guidance From Powell 
 
NatWest expects the formal announcement of QT beginning and a 50bp rate hike at the May meeting. 

• QT 3-month ramp-up period between June and August. 

• Statement: No major changes apart from faster rate hike and start of QT. Could have slightly less positive 
tone on economic growth but language on inflation unlikely to change much. 

• Hawkish risks: Could remove reference to the pandemic as one of the factors elevating inflation; could refer 
to increase in market-based inflation expectations. 

• Press conference: Unlikely to produce much new policy guidance. Powell likely to avoid speculating on 
the exact size of future hikes to retain maximum optionality to tighten aggressively at future meetings. 

• Powell will emphasize how the Fed may need to move “expeditiously” and may need to go beyond neutral. 

• Future action: 50bp hike in June and July, 25bp in each of remaining 3 2022 meetings (250bp in 2022). 
 
Nomura: 75bp Hikes Coming In June And July 
 
Nomura sees a 50bp rate hike at the May meeting accompanied by a formal QT announcement, with the door kept 
open to future 75bp hikes (which it will deliver in June and July). 

• QT to start in mid-May, with initial caps of $15B Tsy / $10B MBS, reaching $95B total by mid-August. Start 
in early/mid-June is a risk, but max caps to be reached either way by mid-August. 
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• Statement: On forward rate guidance, may suggest that additional rate increases are likely in order to 
“return policy to a more neutral setting expeditiously.” 

• “Labor market to remain strong” may eventually need to be adjusted to reflect the FOMC’s intent to actively 
cool labor market activity. 

• Likely to acknowledge the FOMC could adjust balance sheet plans should economic conditions warrant, 
but the bar will be quite high. 

• Press conference: Powell to continue the Fed’s hawkish pivot by repeating recent concerns about the 
inflation-generating process and overheating labor markets. Won’t endorse a potential 75bp hike, but a 
comment that they will not rule anything out would be noteworthy, as would a response that includes a 
reference to the 1994 hiking cycle (the last time the Fed hiked by 75bp). 

• Future action: 75bp hikes in June and July, 25bp in Sep, Nov, Dec, Feb, Mar, May to 3.75-4.00%. 

• QT to end after Q4 2023; MBS sales starting January 2023. 
 
Nordea: Eyeing 1-Month Gap Between QT Announce And Start 
 
Nordea sees a 50bp hike and a QT announcement at the May meeting. 

• Fed communications increase likelihood of balance sheet runoff starting May, but risks are for June start 
(Brainard and Williams + Primary dealer survey lean toward a gap between announcement and start). 

• 3-month ramp-up period for QT. 

• Future action: 50bp hike in June and 25bp in each remaining 2022 meeting. 2.50% end-2022, 3.50% by 
mid-2023. Fed likely to make outright MBS sales, but only further down the road. 

 
Rabobank: Tighter Policy To Trigger Recession, Either By Accident Or By Design 
 
Rabobank sees a 50bp hike and QT announced at the May meeting. 

• Future action: Hiking cycle to slow to 25bp/meeting as soon as consumption and investment slow. Fed to 
cut rates again before end-2023 amid recession in H2. 

 
Scotiabank: Watch For Shift in Inflation Driver Explanation 
 
Scotiabank says “the script should be set” for a 50bp hike and implementation of QT plans at the May FOMC. 

• Statement: One thing to watch is any shift in the explanation of inflation drivers toward something now 
believed to be longer-lived, instead of “reflecting supply and demand imbalances related to the pandemic, 
higher energy prices, and broader price pressures” 

• Press conference: Powell to maintain a hawkish stance. 
 
SEB: 200bp Of Hikes In Next 4 Meetings 
 
SEB sees the Fed hiking 50bp in May (and launching QT) and signalling further 50bp hikes at future meetings. 

• The Fed is likely to deliver on the 200bp priced between May and September “barring a collapse in risk 
appetite/sharp tightening of financial conditions and/or a severe escalation of the war in Ukraine”. 

• Statement: May “sharpen” its rate guidance if FOMC wants markets to continue to price 50bp hikes. 

• Press conference: “If Powell really wants to stress markets, he could hint at possibilities for 75bps hike. 
This is not our main scenario, however.” 

• Future action: 200bp hikes over the next 4 meetings and 25bp in Nov and Dec to 2.75-3.00% by end-
2022, 50bp more in 2023 to 3.25%-3.50%. 

• MBS sales will come at a later stage. 
 
SocGen: Swift Pace Of QT 
 
The Fed will hike 50bp and announce a “swift pace” of balance sheet runoff, writes Socgen. 

• The focus will be on implementation details and guidance for further hikes from Powell. 

• QT will start gradually: $12B Tsy / $7B MBS, rising by those amounts to $60B / $35B in month 5. 

• Future action: Fed to stop hikes near 2.40%: comparison to 2018 when “the Fed underestimated the 
degree of monetary tightening arising from the combination of hikes and balance-sheet reduction”. 

 
Swedbank: Fed Tightening Picks Up Pace 
 
The FOMC will hike by 50bp and announce a QT plan at the May meeting, writes Swedbank. 
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• Future action: 25bp hikes at every remaining 2022 meeting, and 2x early in 2023. Risks tilted to the 
upside, at least in the near-term. 

 
TD: Getting “Expeditious” 

 
With a 50bp hike widely telegraphed, TD sees the focus for markets lying elsewhere, particularly on rate guidance 
and balance sheet runoff plans. 

• QT to be announced to start Jun 1, starting with $20B Tsy / $10B MBS caps. 

• On administered rates, 10bp RRP-IORB band to remain unchanged. 

• Statement: To include intention to get to neutral in an “expeditious manner”, which would hint at front-
loaded hikes to get to neutral before year-end. 

• Press conference: Powell to message that FOMC is ready to front-load hikes as it seeks to get monetary 
policy to a more neutral stance before year-end. Unlikely to take 75bp hike option entirely off the table. 

• Will likely downplay any recession talk following the negative Q1 GDP data. 

• Future action: Fed to hike 50bp in Jun and Jul, then 25bp per meeting until 3.25% in Mar 2023. 

• QT will continue until either 1) reserve scarcity or 2) rate cuts begin. TD sees until late 2024. 
 
UBS: Powell Likely Won’t Rule Out 75BP In Future 
 
The FOMC will hike rates by 50bp in May, while formally announcing the start of balance sheet runoff in what “may 
end up being the most hawkish meeting outcome of the current cycle”, writes UBS. 

• QT announcement to include 3-month phase in period between May and July “in which monthly runoff caps 
of Treasuries and MBS will [begin] low”, moving up to $60B and $35B respectively. 

• Statement: After “decent reworking” of language in March, fewer changes coming in May. Will keep the 
phrase "anticipates that ongoing increases in the target range will be appropriate". 

• Will no longer say assessments will take into account “readings of public health”. 

• A hawkish risk is that the FOMC no longer includes "supply and demand imbalances related to the 
pandemic" as among the reasons for the elevated inflation. 

• No dissents to the decision (Bullard said 75bp not his base case). 

• Press conference: The terms "expeditious" and "more neutral" will be included in Powell’s prepared 
remarks. Powell “may not endorse” a 75bp hike in future, “but likely will not rule it out”. 

• He will “talk tough on inflation, and note that the 50 bp increase is another step, but does not get them to 
the "more neutral" stance the Committee deems appropriate.” 

• Future action: QT pace slightly above $1T/year through late 2023, coming down in early 2024. 

• Another 50bp hike in June, after which 25bp hike per meeting through 2022 (to 2.25-2.50%). 
 
Unicredit: Walking The Talk 
 
The FOMC will hike by 50bp and announce a start to QT in June at the May meeting, and “indicate that it intends to 
expeditiously return rates to neutral by year-end, and to express the need to do more if inflation remains high.” 

• Risk of 25bp or 75bp hike is “very low”. 

• Future action: 50bp hike in June, 25bp at each of remaining 4 in 2022 to 2.25-2.50%, which Unicredit 
regards as neutral. “We do not currently see a need for restrictive monetary policy.” 

 
Wells Fargo: 75bp Hike Risk More Material Than 25bp 
 
Wells Fargo sees a QT announcement and a 50bp hike at the May FOMC meeting, though the risk is of a 75bp 
surprise (a bigger risk than a 25bp increase). 

• “A 25 bps rise would come out of left field, in our view, given further strength in inflation and the labor 
market data and the steady patter of Fed speak in recent weeks hinting at a bigger move. A 75 bps hike 
seems to be the greater risk to our call given that the Committee is clearly on edge about the current state 
of inflation and is eager to get policy to a more neutral setting.” 

• QT to start in June, 3-month ramp up to Aug. Caps to start at $40B Tsy, $25B MBS, rising to $60/35B. Risk 
that phase-in could be a month or two longer, or that initial caps could be slightly different. 

• Statement: If places greater emphasis on reducing inflation, perhaps by noting that it’s imperative to 
achieving the employment mandate, would be a sign the FOMC continues to become more hawkish. 

• Future action: 50bp hike in June before shifting to 25bp per meeting starting in July. 
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Wrightson ICAP: Some Ambiguity Over QT Parameters 
 
Wrightson ICAP sees “little chance that the FOMC will veer off script in any meaningful way” at the May meeting, 
hiking by 50bp and kicking off QT. 

• Administrative rates to also be raised by 50bp each. 

• Wrightson ICAP says there is some ambiguity about whether QT redemptions will start at the beginning of 
June, or will be confirmed at the June 15 FOMC for commencement later in June. Also some uncertainty 
about phase-in period: sees $30B June ($20B Tsy/$10B MBS), $60B July, $95B Aug. 

• Re Treasury reinvestments above the cap / occasional bill paydowns, Fed should make clearer this 
Wednesday how the it plans to allocate those. 

• Press conference: Powell will probably try to avoid giving much concrete guidance on future hike sizes, 
but “he certainly won’t push back on the idea that additional half-point moves might be on the table at 
upcoming meetings.”   
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MNI Policy Team Insights 
 
MNI INTERVIEW: Weaker Growth To Damp Fed’s Hawkish Resolve-Ex -Officials 
(Pub Apr 29, 2022) 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

WASHINGTON (MNI) -  Softening economic growth and higher unemployment later this year could shock the 
Federal Reserve into slowing or pausing an aggressive string of rate hikes expected in coming meetings, former 
U.S. central bank officials told MNI. 

Fed officials who were only recently signaling a quarter-point rate hike at every other meeting now appear to be 
aiming to frontload multiple 50-basis-point increases before reassessing the situation, with ex-officials noting that 
the rapid hawkish shift has generated a tightening of financial conditions that is already starting to be felt. 

“I just wonder if at the first sign of trouble they won’t panic,” said Thomas Hoenig, former president of the Kansas 
City Fed. “If the unemployment rate starts to rise I think they’ll get cold feet. Everyone is complaining about inflation 
right now but believe me when the unemployment rate starts to rise, the pressure on the Fed to back away will be 
enormous.” 

At the same time as U.S. monetary policy plays catch-up, the war in Ukraine and Covid lockdowns in China are 
raising concerns about global growth prospects, casting doubt on the Fed’s most recent forecast of 4% U.S. GDP 
growth this year. 

“This highly uncertain and unusual situation in which you have both war in Ukraine and Covid interacting and 
reacting is not something you can get out of textbooks or models,” said Donald Kohn, ex-Federal Reserve Vice 
Chair. “So you would want to gauge to some extent how the economy is responding as you raise rates.” 

LAGGED RIPPLE EFFECTS 

Ex-officials noted monetary policy works with a lag and it could several months or longer to see not just the 
economic fallout but also the potential financial pain inflicted from the Fed’s unusually fast policy pivot. 

“It’s not just the level it’s the rate of change, and the rate of change going from basically zero to 25 basis points to 
225 to 250 basis points is a huge increase, and the economy has to adjust to that. It will be a rough ride I suspect,” 
said Hoenig, also former vice chair of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

“If you have a fixed income portfolio your tangible capital is under pressure already. So I don’t think there’s much 
room for error.” 

Hoenig said if the unemployment rate, now near historic lows at 3.6% starts to climb back toward 4-½% or 5%, the 
Fed will come under a lot of pressure to back off from its tightening plans. 

“They’ll be more inclined to move those so-called aggressive moves down to less aggressive moves sooner than 
people realize,” he said. 

INFLATION CHASE 

The Fed has acknowledged it missed the inflation surge that has gripped the U.S. and other wealthy economies in 
the last year, with the consumer price index surging 8.5% in the year to March, a 40-year high. 
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Now, following its hawkish shift of recent weeks, recession fears have started to permeate financial markets, in part 
because the Fed’s newly aggressive stance is seen as a reaction to falling behind the curve that increases the 
chances of a policy mistake. (See: MNI: Fed Seen Taking Swift Steps To Neutral Rates By Summer) 

“It could well take a bit of a low trend growth and higher unemployment rate to dampen demand,” said Kohn. “It’s 
kind of a narrow path they’re walking but not impossible to get to the other side.” 

Rick Roberts, a former New York Fed staffer as well as a former policy advisor to the Kansas City Fed, thinks the 
central bank is inclined to flinch as the economic going gets tougher. 

“The Fed's tightening bravado will eventually subside, and the central bank will realize that they must not drop the 
punch bowl that they have been late to remove from the accommodation party,” Roberts told MNI. 

 
Fed Welcomes Softening In Hot Housing Market-Ex-Officials  
(Pub Apr 28, 2022) 
 

By Evan Ryser and Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - The American housing market's sharp turn in recent weeks is a sign of successful Federal 
Reserve interest rate guidance so far, former policymakers told MNI, with realtors expecting a steady deceleration 
in home price increases into 2023. 

While the Fed has hiked by a single quarter-point so far, its words signaling a coming rapid adjustment propelled 
the average 30-year fixed mortgage rate to 5.10% this week from 3.11% in December, the fastest climb since the 
early 1980s. Existing and new home sales slid by 2.7% and 8.6%, respectively, even as Census Bureau data 
showed that, while completions slipped, housing permits and starts continued to move up in March. 

“They’d like to see demand dialed back and supply dialed up and then see where they are, take some pressure off 
of prices,” said Donald Kohn, former Fed vice chair, in an interview. “It’ll be a more difficult read than usual 
because, like the rest of the economy, there will be supply and demand issues that need to be interpreted.” 

Housing is one of the first places the Fed looks to see if policy adjustments are working as hoped. While home 
sales have adjusted, it may take longer to see an effect on prices, which soared 19.8% in the year to February, 
according to the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller index. 

"The consensus is that there is a housing shortage in this country and so prices will continue to move up, but the 
question is how the Fed's hikes will bite on new construction over time," said Gary Stern, who led the Minneapolis 
Fed for over two decades. Referring to the Fed’s view of the market reaction so far, he said: “I think they'd be 
pleased.” 

PERSISTENT PRICE GROWTH 

Housing market sources echoed the sentiment that low supply means prices are not likely to fall soon. Nadia 
Evangelou, director of forecasting at the National Association of Realtors, expects around 5.6 million homes to be 
sold in 2022, a 5% increase from 2019, with the rate of price rises easing to 5% by yearend, before falling to about 
3% in 2023. 

"We expect the 30-year fixed mortgage rates to average 5% for 2022, with rates reaching 6% by the end of the end 
of June," she said, adding that higher rates for all-cash offers, which made up 28% of transactions in March, should 
continue. 

While emphasizing uncertainty, Evangelou said home prices are unlikely to decline even if the Fed has to push the 
fed funds rate above neutral levels. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51868922
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51868923
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"I don't expect to see that drop because we have a severe housing shortage. If we didn't have a severe shortage 
going back a decade and the millennial generation coming of age, then, yes, that would be the effect that we would 
usually have," she said. 

 

Fed Seen Taking Swift Steps To Neutral Rates By Summer  
(Pub Apr 28, 2022) 

By Jean Yung 

MNI (Washington) - A half-point interest rate increase next week will set the pace for the Federal Reserve's sprint 
to neutral policy territory by summer to combat soaring inflation, according to current and former Fed officials. 

Barring a significant shift in the economic outlook, the FOMC will raise the fed funds rate in 50-bp increments, twice 
as fast as typical, until rates are near 2.0%, the low end of the committee's estimate of neutral. At that point, 
officials will re-evaluate how much further to hike rates and at what pace, current and ex-officials say. 

"They feel sufficiently behind the curve that they’ll probably be on 50 for a while -- I would guess at least two or 
three before throttling back," former Fed Vice Chair Alan Blinder told MNI. 

Half-point hikes in May, June and July would take the target rate range to 1.75% to 2.0%. Eleven out of 15 FOMC 
members see neutral at 2.25% or 2.5% and want rates to get there by December. Investors are currently pricing in 
another 200 bps of rate increases this year after the quarter-point move in March. 

BEHIND THE CURVE 

Front-loading rate hikes is seen as a pragmatic move for a Fed playing catch-up on inflation and an economy with 
strong momentum and demand for labor, housing and goods that's far outstripping supply. 

“I see an expeditious march to neutral by the end of the year as a prudent path,” San Francisco Fed President Mary 
Daly said last week. "My own starting point is that the case for a 50-bp adjustment is now complete. In my 
judgment, the economy is resilient, it can handle these adjustments.” 

If the economy starts sputtering or inflation comes down fast, the Fed will feel less urgency to raise interest rates 
rapidly, current and former officials said. But a more likely scenario is one in which Russia's war on Ukraine and 
Covid lockdowns in China keep up pressure on prices even as confidence sags and growth slows. 

Continued supply chain disruptions raise the likelihood of having to take interest rates above 2.5% to tame inflation, 
Dallas Fed research director Marc Giannoni told MNI last week. (See MNI INTERVIEW: Rates May Have To 
Exceed Neutral-Fed's Giannoni) 

"Over the next eight or nine months, we'll see to what extent the adjustment that's already taken place will help 
move the economy in the right direction, or instead if we'll see further inflationary pressures and continued 
acceleration in demand, in which case we'll probably need to make some adjustments" to the fed funds path, he 
said in an interview. 

IF EXPECTATIONS RISE 

Worse, if inflation expectations move markedly higher as high inflation persists, the Fed's estimates of the neutral 
rate would rise as well, with hawkish implications for the path of policy. 

Fed officials are comforted by the fact that forward-looking real rates are currently above zero, a signal that 
households and firms expect inflation to come down as interest rates rise. 

Should expectations shift, the Fed may need to steel investors for even sharper hikes to stabilize prices. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51867733
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51867733
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But an equally important factor is whether the economy has already sunk into recession by next year, Blinder said. 

"If there is a recession going on and the choice is between deepening the recession in order to get inflation below, 
say, 4% and living with 4% for a while in order to alleviate the recession, I wouldn't be surprised if they pick the 
latter." 

MNI INTERVIEW: Consumers Can Take Fed Hikes - Conference Board  
(Pub Apr 26, 2022) 

By Evan Ryser  

WASHINGTON (MNI) - American consumers are likely to be able to withstand a series of larger interest rate 
increases from the Federal Reserve without too much pain even as they will continue to lower their expectations for 
the economy and cool spending in coming quarters, Conference Board economist Lynn Franco told MNI. 

"At least right now, we're not seeing any indications that would point towards a recession," she said about fresh 
Conference Board statistics on consumer confidence for April. "We will continue to see fluctuations, which is 
normal, but as long as we have strong labor market growth, we should be able to maintain these levels." 

"What we're seeing is that consumer confidence is holding relatively steady. We did see a little bit of a decline in 
consumers assessment of the present situation, but that still remains at a very strong level, which signals that the 
economic expansion is continuing," said Franco, who is director of consumer indicators and surveys at the 
Conference Board. 

American consumer expectations declined sharply when the war in Ukraine broke out but those losses have been 
curtailed, she said. "Despite the war in Ukraine, despite rising prices, consumers remain relatively cautiously 
optimistic in their outlook" and "confidence is being supported by a stronger labor market that has helped offset 
negative implications from rising prices." 

The Conference Board's survey of consumer confidence dipped in April to 107.3 from 107.6, but Americans 
signaled they are optimistic enough about the economy to keep buying big-ticket items such as new cars, 
appliances, and houses, despite their 12-month-ahead price expectations at still near-record highs at 7.5%. A 
similar confidence gauge that looks ahead six months rose to 77.2 from 76.7, indicating a bit more cautious 
optimism about the future path of the economy. 

SOFTENING DURABLES 

The Federal Reserve is signaling it will sharply raise interest rates by the end of the year to contain inflation with 
markets looking for a series of front-loaded supersized 50bp increases. Chair Powell last week said he is putting a 
50bp move "on the table" at next week's FOMC meeting. 

"Consumers are well aware that interest rate hikes are on the horizon and we've seen that also translate into a little 
bit of softening in terms of the durable items that we asked about," Franco said. "Their intentions to purchase aren't 
as strong as they were at the beginning of the year and some of these big ticket items will soften a bit over the 
coming months. We actually have spending softening in Q2 and Q3, before picking back up a little bit in Q4." 

Yet, while the U.S. central bank appears likely to quicken the rate-hiking cycle to one of the fastest in decades, 
consumers are very optimistic about current employment conditions and about their future job prospects. "As long 
as we continue to see strong employment growth it should be enough to support consumer confidence over the 
coming months," Franco said. 

Other confidence measures suggest consumers are much more gloomy, with a record gap between Conference 
Board indicators and the University of Michigan's consumer sentiment index that has fallen rapidly in recent 
months. The Conference Board measure focuses more on the labor market while Michigan is more impacted by 
inflation, Franco said. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51856839
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"Confidence will go the way the labor market goes," Franco said. "Right now we're not seeing any indications that 
would point towards a recession in the six-month window." 

 

MNI INTERVIEW: Rates May Have To Exceed Neutral-Fed's Giannoni  
(Pub Apr 19, 2022) 
 

By Jean Yung 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - U.S. inflation pressures show some early signs of retreat as Fed tightening begins to slow 
demand, but elevated energy prices and continued supply chain disruptions raise the likelihood of having to take 
interest rates above neutral to tame inflation, Dallas Fed research director Marc Giannoni told MNI. 

Although CPI hit another four-decade high in March as gas prices surged after Russia's invasion of Ukraine, core 
inflation cooled on a month-on-month basis, but Giannoni said it was too early to say price rises had peaked. More 
expensive oil and supply chain snags are likely to persist for some time, contributing to the risk that higher inflation 
becomes built into the expectations of consumers and firms’ price-setting behavior, which would require a monetary 
policy response. 

Financial conditions have already tightened substantially on expectations of more aggressive monetary tightening, 
he noted in an interview. 

"Over the next eight or nine months, we'll see to what extent the adjustment that's already taken place will help 
move the economy in the right direction, or instead if we'll see further inflationary pressures and continued 
acceleration in demand, in which case we'll probably need to make some adjustments" to the fed funds path. This 
could call for rates higher than the neutral level around 2%-2.5%, he said. 

"I trust that inflation will come down from where it is, and the Fed is determined to bring inflation back to its 2% 
target," he said. 

ECONOMY AT VULNERABLE POINT 

The Dallas Fed expects headline PCE inflation to end the year at around 5%, with core PCE dipping to 4.5% and 
falling into 2023. Growth should slow to a still robust 2.5% to 3% this year, as the U.S. settles into a soft landing. 

Still, any further shocks would hit the economy at a vulnerable point. 

"The probability of a recession is likely a little higher now than it has been,” Giannoni said. 

The Fed faces a tough challenge to bring down inflation amid continued turmoil in global trade links. Supply chain 
disruptions are still "top of mind" for firms in the Dallas Fed region, evidence that the supply-demand imbalance 
remains fairly large, Giannoni said. The Ukraine war and Covid lockdowns in China have exacerbated the situation, 
and even a quick resolution to the Russia-Ukraine conflict would leave an economic impact "for a long time." 

With CPI running at 8.5%, "we’re in a riskier situation now in looking through the current oil price spike on inflation, 
because there's a bigger risk that the elevated readings we've seen will translate into higher inflation expectations,” 
the economist said. 

"While oil prices will not necessarily go up a lot from here and therefore not contribute to high inflation in years to 
come, they will contribute to high inflation this year," and prices are likely to remain high. 

SUPPLY CHAIN PESSIMISM 

Dallas Fed surveys show little evidence of expectations that supply chains will improve this year. Instead, 
respondents have in survey after survey extended the horizon at which they would see the constraint easing. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51788523
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51788523
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51788524
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“It's always a year and half down the road," Giannoni said. 

But, while rising oil prices have raised input costs and made it more costly for consumers to buy goods and 
services -- they are also benefitting oil suppliers in the Dallas Fed district. 

Texas employment has exceeded pre-pandemic levels, boosted by accelerated migration into the state during the 
pandemic. Production capacity is increasing and labor market pressures relaxing somewhat, Giannoni said. 

The Fed is widely expected to raise its benchmark rate by a half point to a target range of 0.75% to 1% on May 4 
and begin trimming its holdings of government bonds as soon as June to help curb demand. 

 

MNI INTERVIEW: Fed Contacts Less Sanguine On Inflation–Tallman  
(Pub. Apr 11, 2022) 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

MNI (WASHINGTON) - Elevated U.S. inflation should begin moderating later this summer although concern from 
business leaders suggests it could take even longer to get consumer prices under control, Cleveland Fed research 
director Ellis Tallman told MNI. 

“It’s incredibly volatile. When I talk to people who are actually doing the business, you get a less sanguine view of 
when that turnaround is going to be,” Tallman said in an interview. 

“From a forecasting side it would seem like it could be this summer, but from conversations it appears that very few 
in our markets, in our district are saying they see the inflation rate diminishing notably in the short-term.” 

Tallman declined to give a specific point forecast but said his views are generally in line with the Fed’s Summary of 
Economic Projections, which sees PCE inflation ending 2022 at 4.3% after surging to 6.4% in the year to February. 

SUPPLY SLOPPINESS 

He said the timeline for supply chain disruptions keeps getting pushed back, dealing another blow to forecasters’ 
ability to see an end to the surge in the rate of price increases that caught policymakers largely by surprise. 

“We just had an additional shock with the ramifications of Russia invading Ukraine, so it puts the standard 
expectation of when things are going to peak a little further out,” he said. 

“It seems like we’re going to trudge through this, but there are going to be price responses whether demand 
moderates or not. The question is how much is going to be passed through and how fast – clearly it will be worse if 
demand continues to be that far in excess of supply.” 

He indicated that as the Fed tightens monetary policy this year, policymakers would need to see consistent 
declines in the inflation rate before taking any real comfort, given the danger that any moderation in the rate of price 
rises might prove fleeting. 

“By the end of the year I do see us coming down somewhat towards a more reasonable (rate), it’s still going to be 
above the 2% target but it’s not going to seem like the inflation rate is not responding." 

Still, Tallman takes comfort in longer-run inflation expectations which are still well contained despite a spike in 
shorter-term expectations. 

“I see near-term inflation expectations being higher but I don’t see any evidence that compels me to think that 
inflation expectations have become dislodged,” he said, citing the Fed’s hawkish policy pivot as an explicit effort to 
ensure expectations are anchored. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51788525
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“We know what happens when inflation gets embedded and when monetary policy has to create a circumstance 
like 1979 to 1980 – we know what happens there, so that’s what we’re trying to avoid.” 

RECESSION RISK 

Tallman said recession risks are increasing as economic activity slows, but added that he does not see them as 
substantial enough to dissuade Fed officials from pursuing the monetary tightening they began in March. 

“I think the probability of a recession has increased – I don't think it’s imminent, it’s not something that should stop 
monetary policy from reducing accommodation,” he said. 

The economy is enjoying a great deal of momentum as a historically low 3.6% jobless rate and blockbuster monthly 
job growth suggest. 

“The labor market is extremely tight and that’s why wages are increasing,” Tallman said. 

Asked about a flat or inverted yield curve, Tallman said it was not an infallible signal though it should not be 
downplayed. He said special factors like the drag on long-run rates from years of QE could be muddling the yield 
curve’s message some. 

“In this case there are some extenuating circumstances that may make it challenging” to read, he said. Still, “It’s 
certainly worth watching and not dismissing.” 

 

Fed Must Cool Job Market - Ex-Officials  
(Pub Apr 5, 2022) 

By Evan Ryser and Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - The Federal Reserve needs to take the steam out of a historically tight labor market to 
increase economic slack, former Fed officials and staff told MNI, with some suggesting that the unemployment rate 
will have to rise to 4% or higher to be compatible with its inflation objectives. 

While the March Statement of Economic Projections implies monetary tightening will cool the labor market simply 
via a lower rate of job openings than the 400,000 per month average seen over the past 11 months, a jobless rate 
at March’s post-pandemic low of 3.6% and wages growth at 5.6% are too hot for the Fed’s comfort, the former 
officials and staff said. 

The Fed needs to get rates up closer to neutral to stop the labor market from tightening further, former Fed vice 
chair Donald Kohn said in a recent interview. The current rate of gains in wages in particular is leaving the central 
bank in an awkward position, said Jonathan Wright, a former member of the Fed Board's division of monetary 
affairs. 

"They would like real wages to go up, but more than that in the current environment they don't want to see a wage 
price spiral," Wright said. "With average hourly earnings at 5.6%, it runs the risk of starting a 70s-style wage price 
spiral." 

The Fed may prefer wages growth at closer to 4% over the year, MNI has been told. (See: MNI INTERVIEW: US 
Can Handle 4% Wage Gains-Minneapolis Fed Econ) 

OPENINGS/UNEMPLOYMENT 

Chair Jerome Powell and Fed system economists have noted job openings data suggest a super-tight labor 
market, and Powell has said that "in principle" less accommodative monetary policy could reduce excess demand 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51699269
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51699270
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51661728
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51661728
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51661729
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51661730
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for labor and stabilize the unemployment rate as supply increases, allowing for more sustainable wage increases 
over time. 

But slowing the pace of job openings while keeping unemployment at such low levels may be too fine a balancing 
act, former officials said. 

"Implicit in the March SEP forecast, they're going to do it by bringing down job openings, rather than dragging the 
unemployment rate up," said Wright, who has been an outside New York Fed adviser. "To get inflation down from 
where it is they will have to do more than that and actually drive unemployment probably above what they think is 
the longer-run level” of about 4%, he said. 

The alternative – continuing to tolerate joblessness at levels well below estimates of the non-accelerating inflation 
rate of unemployment -- might trigger a disproportionate rise in inflation, he said. 

"Anyway you cut it, the unemployment rate is way below the natural rate by one or two percentage points,” Wright 
said, “and there is work on the Phillips curve that argues you don't get much inflation on the Philips curve when the 
unemployment rate is close to NAIRU but it’s kind of nonlinear when you get into a really hot labor market." 

Nathan Sheets, former international finance division director at the Fed Board and now global chief economist at 
Citi, also doubted that the Fed could cleanly slice off job openings. "This strikes me as an 'immaculate adjustment' 
narrative that is probably too tidy by half," he said. 

"As a general statement, it’s hard to understand why tightening monetary policy would only affect the demand for 
new labor but have no effect on firms presently holding labor," said Sheets, adding that a services rebound could 
further support job openings that would be relatively insensitive to rising rates. 

LABOR SUPPLY INCREASING 

As federal labor data has started showing retirees moving back into the labor market, last week's BLS payrolls 
report also showed the employment-population ratio and the labor force participation rate moving up, both 
increasing the most over the last 23 months than any 23-month span in the postwar era. 

John Roberts, who retired from the Fed Board staff last year after 35 years and advised Fed Governor Lael 
Brainard, said the natural rate of unemployment could be temporarily elevated at around 5.25% for another year or 
two, though he emphasized the good news in the increase in prime-age participation in recent months. Upcoming 
Employment Cost Index data will be key, he said. 

"If wages were to continue to accelerate, that would be an indication they've got a more entrenched inflation 
problem, and the Committee might need to start leaning towards a higher unemployment rate," he said. "All eyes 
will be on the ECI at the end of the month." 

 

MNI INTERVIEW:US Can Handle 4% Wage Gains-Minneapolis Fed Econ  
(Pub Apr 4, 2022) 

By Greg Quinn  

U.S. workers could ring up wage gains of 4% or more without rattling price stability while inflation may moderate as 
recent surges in oil and goods prices fade, the Minneapolis Fed's assistant director of the research division and 
adviser to President Neel Kashkari told MNI. 

That 4% pace would be consistent with inflation at the Fed’s 2% target and productivity growing at the same pace 
according to Terry Fitzgerald, who leads the economic analysis branch and coordinates briefings ahead of FOMC 
meetings. The share of national income going to workers has slipped over time and if that picked up sustainable 
wage gains could reach around 4.5%, he said. 
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Recent big gains aren't leading to a wage-price spiral and it's helpful that some of the largest raises in the 
pandemic recovery are going to the lowest-earning workers, Fitzgerald said. Wage bargaining has been tamer than 
say the 1970s with a decline in unionization and few recent major contracts containing special cost of living 
adjustments, he said. 

“I don't think the evidence is there that that's a persistent phenomenon,” he said when discussing a potential cycle 
of wage and price gains. “Wage growth of four, four and a half percent is reasonably consistent with price stability 
over the longer term.” 

Some wage measures have pushed beyond the 4% mark. Friday's payroll report showed average hourly earnings 
rose 5.6% in March from a year ago. The Atlanta Fed's wage tracker shows gains of 4.3% over the last year, and 
an even faster 5.8% gain in the last three months, the fastest since 1990. On the productivity side, annual average 
growth was 1.4% in the last business cycle from 2007-2019 and has averaged 2.1% since 1947. 

DOING WHAT IT TAKES 

Goldman Sachs economists say slowing wage gains to 4%-4.5% risks a hard landing and likely requires more 
labor supply and Fed rate hikes 75 basis points beyond what’s expected now, citing its forecast for a terminal rate 
of 3%-3.25%. The last Beige Book showed strong wage gains in the Minneapolis district including increases of at 
least 5% at four in 10 hospitality and tourism firms. 

Pay gains still lag CPI inflation rising the fastest since 1982, with a 7.9% jump in February. Some investors are 
betting the central bank will embrace one or more half-point interest rate hikes to nudge price gains back towards 
its 2% target. 

“Chair Powell I think was pretty firm in his most recent statement that the Fed is going to do what it takes to make 
sure we return the economy to price stability while trying to balance that against keeping the labor market strong,” 
Fitzgerald said. 

“The 70s, they were chasing it, they were trying to keep unemployment from getting too high. They were chasing 
inflation expectations,” he said. Today, “people with money on the line, who have money to lose if they're wrong 
about inflation bets, still see inflation coming down to 2%,” he said. 

SERVICES INFLATION IS KEY 

Inflation may moderate as goods producers ramp up production and because it's unlikely that prices of energy, 
furniture and cars will keep rising so fast, Fitzgerald said. 

“They may stay high, which is still hard for consumers, but they likely won't increase a lot more,” he said. “Goods 
historically don't show inflation, goods prices normally fall. And that's a reflection of this pandemic and this huge 
demand for goods.” 

“Supply chains hopefully in the next year or two start loosening a little bit, we see the goods prices coming down 
again, that's a good start to getting inflation returning to 2%,” he said. “And then it gets to the services inflation and 
that's the part we're going to be watching.” 

 

MNI INTERVIEW: Room For More Labor Market Gains– Fed's Rodgers  
(Pub. Apr 4, 2022) 
 
By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

MNI (WASHINGTON) - A jump in U.S. inflation over the past year coupled with a rockier stock market may be 
curbing Americans’ appetite for early retirement, suggesting further room for gains in the labor force, St. Louis Fed 
economist William Rodgers III told MNI. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51632542
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51632543
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“The big factor that we’re beginning to think about is the role that inflation could be playing,” said Rodgers, who is 
vice president and director of the St. Louis Fed’s Institute for Economic Equity. 

“When inflation started to tick up at the end of the year, that’s when we also started to see a little bit of a downward 
trend in the retiree population. These people are on fixed incomes. Their income is not going to go as long or as far 
as it could have.” 

In addition, stock market gains that left many older Americans more secure about their nest eggs now look less 
sturdy after a turbulent start to the year compounded by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and surging energy and 
commodity prices. 

“You get a double hit, the value of your portfolio goes down and the value of the income you’re living off of goes 
down.” 

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT 

Rodgers cautioned against describing the job market as characterized by full employment. 

“The reason I would prefer saying we’re returning to pre-pandemic conditions is if you look at where we were pre-
pandemic, yes we had very low unemployment rates, but participation, the employment-to-population ratio, the 
labor force participation rates, overall and certainly among some of the vulnerable groups I focus on – their 
participation rates were not higher than they were in the 1990s,” he said. 

Rodgers touted the benefits of a sustained job market expansion, citing his own studies that show states with 
unemployment rates consistently below 4% or even 3% helped narrow wage and employment gaps for the lowest 
income groups. 

Other Fed economists have taken a different tack, arguing that the labor market is already tight, or may even be 
tighter than it looks. (see MNI INTERVIEW: KC Fed Index Implies Jobless Rate Nearing 3%) 

WAGE PRESSURE WATCH 

Rodgers, also a former chief economist at the U.S. Department of Labor, said he was seeing signs that inflation, 
previously driven primarily by supply chain kinks, is increasingly showing a wage-push component. 

Last year, “the story seemed to be connected to supply chain challenges and then also getting wages higher such 
that they would attract and retain individuals,” he said. 

“Over the last few months, now I’m starting to hear, well, because of the inflation last year, companies are now 
raising their wages. They’re raising their wages by 3% or by 4%.” 

He said this is happening because workers are seeing inflation prints of 7% or higher and realizing that their 
incomes are not keeping up. 

“So I think the dynamic has been more price push, there has been a little bit of a shift over to, the wage growth is 
now following price increases,” he said. 

Rodgers said the sustainability of a strong labor market that saw the jobless rate fall to a pandemic low of 3.6% last 
month depends on how much inflation permeates consumer psychology. 

“Do people think inflation is going to be with us and start to change their behaviors and start to consume less? Do 
people really retrench or do they just slightly pull back? That’s the wildcard in terms of your sustainability question,” 
he said. 

 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51632516
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51632517
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MNI INTERVIEW: KC Fed Index Implies Jobless Rate Nearing 3%  
(Pub Mar 30, 2022) 

By Evan Ryser  

WASHINGTON (MNI) - Adjusting the unemployment rate to incorporate information from the Kansas City Federal 
Reserve's Labor Market Conditions Indicators measure suggests the labor market is tighter than the unemployment 
rate alone implies and is consistent with a 3.1% unemployment rate, KC Fed senior economist Andrew Glover told 
MNI. 

The LMCI-implied unemployment rate is below the Bureau of Labor Statistics' official 3.8% rate and "certainly 
could" go under 3%, said Glover about updated analysis for February data, adding that it is likely to continue to fall 
reflecting that activity has increased. "The LMCI essentially says labor markets are stronger than the 
unemployment rate alone would tell you." 

"Currently, the LMCI's activity has fully recovered and importantly in terms of thinking about near-term expectations 
or where things are trending momentum has come down a bit over the last four months, but it's still positive and it's 
still pretty large, historically speaking, suggesting that these measures see further improvements possible for the 
labor market," said Glover, who has conducted the analysis with Jose Mustre-del-Rio. 

"That's essentially because the LMCI looks at the unemployment rate, but it also looks at the job finding rate and 
that was very high and it looks at the quits rate," he said. "A high quits rate signals a healthier labor market than 
maybe the unemployment rate alone would suggest." 

The KC Fed's LMCI gives two monthly measures, activity and momentum, based on 24 aggregate variables. A 
positive value indicates that labor market conditions are above their long-run average. 

(See: MNI INTERVIEW: Job Mkt Tighter Than Last Boom-Chicago Fed Econ) 

NO WAGE SPIRAL 

Fed officials have often cited the LMCI as one of the leading indicators suggesting a tight labor market. Some 
former Fed officials have noted the LMCI and the unemployment rate are highly correlated, with a 0.92 correlation 
coefficient between the unemployment rate and the LMCI. 

Still, Glover said the LMCI offers evidence against a wage-price spiral explanation for recent inflation and pushed 
back against the notion that recent inflation is due to the labor market. 

"It's not really that the inflation is coming from wage pressures then pushing up prices, but input costs and other 
dimensions pushing up prices," he said. "It's consistent with other cost channels pushing up inflation rather than 
others in labor markets." 

"Historically, the only time that the labor market measures from the LMCI are really strong predictors of price 
inflation would be situations where momentum is negative," he said. "Currently it's positive and it's as positive as it 
was before the pandemic and so according to the LMCI the effect on the inflation is not coming from the labor 
market conditions." 

The FOMC's March projections saw unemployment reaching 3.5% by the end of the year. Total nonfarm payrolls to 
be released Friday are expected to grow by 480,000 in March, according to the Bloomberg consensus, lowering 
unemployment to 3.7%. 

 

MNI INTERVIEW: Hawkish Fed Risks Market Shock - Ex-Gov. Stein 
(Pub Mar 29, 2022) 
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By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

MNI (Washington) - The Federal Reserve's increasing hawkishness could trigger the kind of market turmoil that 
would undermine the economic expansion and force the central bank to reconsider its policy path, ex-Fed Board 
governor Jeremy Stein told MNI 

Stein said he is surprised markets have remained fairly sanguine despite the Fed's pivot from penciling in just three 
rate hikes for 2022 in December to seeing seven for the year as of March – together with signaling the possibility of 
one or more 50-basis-point increases. 

“Maybe the answer is you don’t try to over-rationalize it now – it’s like that famous quote, ‘if something can’t go on 
forever it won’t,’” he said in an interview. “At some point perhaps something will break but markets aren’t really 
predictable. I confess to being puzzled by it.” 

Stein, a Board governor from 2012 to 2014, said the Fed’s efforts to engineer a soft landing will not be easy given 
the high starting point for inflation. 

“They’ll do the best they can, but it may get to be quite tough,” he said. “The big unknown is even if you have some 
sense of inflation expectations, how much in the moment are they influencing price setting and wage-setting 
decisions? If that starts to happen, then things become more difficult.” 

He contrasted the benign reaction to the Fed’s shift in tone by markets trading at high valuations to the taper 
tantrum which followed Ben Bernanke’s announcement in 2013 that the Fed would at some point reduce asset 
purchases. 

“Bernanke was effectively clarifying how much bond buying there was going to be. But in fact, it was a modest 
policy change,” Stein said. “Here we're talking about a very significant policy change. If you had wanted to 
rationalize the level of the stock market I think your go-to would have been well, real interest rates are really low. 
Now they’re talking very explicitly about real interest rates having to go up.” 

FLAT PHILLIPS CURVE 

Fed officials are actively discussing whether it’s enough to get nominal interest rates higher or whether the real rate 
of interest – adjusted for inflation – will have to be substantially positive to contain inflation that jumped to 7.9% in 
the year to February and is expected to march yet higher as the war in Ukraine heats up commodity prices. 

“There’s this implicit debate about levels versus changes – do you need to reach a certain level of real rates or will 
we get a fair amount of tightening out of raising by a certain amount?” Stein said. 

Chair Powell recently seems to have come out on the side of getting the real rate positive, saying the Fed could if 
necessary “tighten beyond common measures of neutral and into a more restrictive stance” – an added hawkish 
signal on top of nods toward possible 50BP moves. 

Stein said that key to how far the Fed can take monetary tightening without derailing credit or stock markets to an 
extent that hurts the economy will be the flatness or otherwise of the Phillips Curve, which plots the relationship 
between inflation and unemployment. 

“If it’s very flat it means it takes a lot of pain to bring inflation down by a little,” he said, “Think about the global 
financial crisis – unemployment went to 10% and inflation fell by only a little – if that’s what you’re dealing with, 
that’s pretty ugly. 

“If you think the Phillips curve is very flat, exogenous shocks to inflation are very hard to offset. When it was 1.7%, 
it was very hard to get it up to 2%. If it wants to be high, let’s say expectations dislodge, if it wants to be 5%, it’s 
going to be really hard to bring it back down.” 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51592761
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MNI INTERVIEW: Fed’s Athreya-Upside Risks To 4% Inflation View  
(Pub. Mar 25, 2022) 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

MNI (Washington) - The surge in energy prices could mean inflation more than doubles the Fed’s target this year, 
Richmond Fed Research Director Kartik Athreya told MNI, adding that it would still make sense to await further 
clarity on the war in Ukraine before tilting towards more aggressive rate hikes. 

“If we look at year-on-year inflation I would expect something around the 4% mark for this year,” he said in an 
interview, referring to the Fed’s preferred PCE measure. “That’s my baseline. But I think the risks are to the upside 
at least for the next year.” 

“If the war continues to be protracted and world energy markets are significantly hampered, that is going to show 
up in U.S. prices,” he said. 

Still, Athreya said he’d prefer to await more clarity on the geopolitical outlook before favoring more aggressive 
interest rate hikes like the 50-basis-point moves suggested by a number of officials in recent days. 

“It’s possible that near-term uncertainties that loom kind of large right now may actually resolve themselves pretty 
substantially and then leave the door open for more aggressive policy if that’s what is seen as right for the 
committee,” he said. 

Fed Chair Jerome Powell and others have indicated the committee is strongly weighing a 50-basis-point move as 
early as May. St. Louis Fed President James Bullard dissented in favor of such a move this month, when the Fed 
raised rates by a quarter point. 

U.S. inflation has exceeded Fed officials’ worst fears, hitting 7.9% in the year to February, a 40-year high. 

'FAIRLY UNPRECEDENTED' 

Athreya said that while there’s some comfort in still-tame readings for longer-run inflation expectations, rises in 
short- and medium-term expectations, coupled with persistently high headline readings, raise the risk 
of expectations becoming unanchored. 

There have been “successive inflation prints that are fairly unprecedented for people – there are some who haven’t 
seen these kinds of prints in their adult lives – 8%, 10% in CPI is something that people haven’t really seen.” 

The fear of losing control of expectations has underpinned a sharp pivot in Fed policy toward a much more hawkish 
stance as expressed in its latest Summary of Economic Projections. 

“The committee has made very clear in its public utterances that this is actually a really important priority right now. 
We have a dual mandate, but it’s very clear right now that the inflation is the thing that needs direct and quick 
attention,” Athreya said. 

SOLID GROWTH MOMENTUM 

The economy has plenty of momentum to absorb the Fed’s expected tightening path, which showed a median of 
seven interest rate hikes for this year, according to the Richmond Fed economist. He said the prospect of yet 
another mini-boom in services as Covid shifts further into the backdrop should offer a further boost. 

“That makes me think about GDP growth numbers that are fairly robust. For 2022 a 3% print wouldn’t surprise me 
for the 12-month growth rate that we clock at the end of the year,” he said. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51566321
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“It’s because of that rebound that I think those numbers are actually possible even in a policy landscape that is 
moving toward removal of accommodation.” 

Nor does he expect a major hit to growth from the latest energy shock. 

“I’m more optimistic that we’ll continue to weather that. We continue to become a less energy-intensive economy 
and we also have a very significant energy exporting sector.” 

The recent rise in bond yields reflected a healthy digestion of the Fed’s messaging, Athreya said. 

“I think policy having moved quite sharply, if you just even look at the SEP, and you’ve seen the 10-year now …. 
these things indicate policy normalization is clearly under way by a committee that is cognizant of the priority that 
inflation has now.” 

MNI INTERVIEW: US Inflation Expectations Risk Losing Anchor  
(Pub Mar 24, 2022) 

By Jean Yung  

WASHINGTON (MNI) - Debilitated supply chains from the war in Ukraine could pour fuel on U.S. inflation 
expectations, extending firms' expectations of rising costs and eroding consumers' confidence in price stability, 
Atlanta Fed economist Brent Meyer said in an interview. 

Russia's invasion has sent global oil and commodities prices soaring, ratcheting up cost pressures and delaying 
businesses' anticipated date for a return to supply chain normality, Meyer said. 

That comes as inflationary pressures have already become entrenched amid disruptions related to reopening. The 
Dallas Fed Trimmed Mean inflation measure, a favored gauge of underlying inflation inside the Fed, jumped to 
3.5% from 2.0% in the past six months, which likely puts core PCE inflation closer to 5% this year and around 4% 
by the end of 2023, based on a simple forecasting model, Meyer said. 

"My concern is longer-term inflation expectations will become unanchored. We’re starting to see a little bit of this, 
but it's still not screaming red," he said. "Across all surveys of businesses, households and forecasters, you're 
seeing evidence of continued upward movement in long-run inflation expectations." 

HIGHER GAS PRICES 

Chair Jerome Powell earlier this week said the Fed is prepared to move more aggressively to rein in prices in an 
effort to bring rates closer to neutral by the end of the year. Even with higher rates, the FOMC doesn't see inflation 
falling back toward 2% until 2024. 

Meanwhile, businesses in the Atlanta Fed district are expressing heightened concern over the psychological impact 
of gas costing more than USD4 a gallon, Meyer said. Consumers' inflation expectations become more sensitive to 
inflation as inflation rises, according to a recent study from the Boston Fed. 

"The longer this elevated price pressure environment continues, the more likely we see longer-run expectations 
move further north. At some point, this is embedded in how businesses are thinking about the pricing environment 
in the long run," Meyer said. 

For now, one can still take comfort in the fact that longer-run inflation expectations are not nearly as elevated as the 
one-year measures, he noted. 

The Fed bank's monthly survey of firms in its district found that businesses' year-ahead inflation expectations rose 
for the eighth straight month to 3.8% in March, a fresh record for data going back to 2011. But businesses' 
expectations for the next five to 10 years saw a milder increase, to 3.3% from around 2.8% before the pandemic. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51535073
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MNI INTERVIEW: Job Mkt Tighter Than Last Boom-Chicago Fed Econ  
(Pub Mar 22, 2022) 

By Greg Quinn 

MNI (Chicago) -  America’s labor market is tighter now than it was before the pandemic -- when unemployment 
dipped to half-century lows -- as Covid deters some from returning to more casual jobs, Chicago Fed economist 
Jason Faberman told MNI. 

Reduced desired hours of work combined with pay rises demanded by people quitting for better jobs are boosting 
wage and price pressures, he said. “Wage growth is also going to be inflationary, most likely, and as a result, we 
should probably expect to see inflation to persist as well because firms are going to continue to compete to attract 
these workers from wherever they currently are,” Faberman said. 

Using New York Fed survey data, Faberman helped create a measure of the total hours people want to work 
versus their actual hours. That “aggregate hours gap” shows labor-market tightness even beyond today's 'Great 
Resignation' is more severe than what top Fed officials have been tracking through the participation rate or the 
unemployment rate, which has already tumbled to 3.8%. 

“Slack is falling faster with our measures than with the unemployment rate” meaning “the labor market is actually 
quite a bit tighter than what the unemployment rate” implies, he said. 

“Desired hours for everybody across the board fell substantially -- more so for those that are out of the labor force," 
he said, giving as examples recently retired people or students who move in and out of work to pick up casual 
shifts. “Since that involves millions of people making that same decision, it has huge aggregate effects that reduce 
the overall labor supply in the economy and led to a tighter labor market.” 

LONGER-THAN-EXPECTED 

While other changes in attitudes toward work beyond the pandemic may be happening, Faberman said the results 
also found little evidence the drop in labor supply is linked to enriched jobless benefits or mothers swapping paid 
work for more responsibility at home. 

Labor supply remains a major question mark as the Fed tightens to check the fastest inflation in decades. If 
workers remain reluctant to come back, the task of rebuilding supply chains could be even more difficult and 
inflation pressure sharper. Chair Jerome Powell has recently expressed concern about a tight job market, a shift 
from last year when he called inflation transitory and worried about millions of workers being left on the sidelines in 
a slack economy. 

The pandemic rebound is different from the global financial crisis according to the paper co-authored with Andreas 
Mueller and Aysegul Sahin, a Fed adviser and former New York Fed economist who teaches at the University of 
Texas. Workers who wanted just a few hours after the 2008-09 downturn struggled to find positions, while today 
employers are chasing after workers who don’t always want to go back. 

“If you thought the labor market was fairly tight before reading this paper, this is telling you that it's potentially even 
tighter,” Faberman said in the interview. “There are forces here, particularly on the labor supply side, that are still at 
work to constrict labor supply, constrict labor force participation, and continue to give wage pressures and potential 
inflation pressures going forward, for longer than people may have expected.” 

The number of hours Americans wanted to work plunged in the pandemic, by 4.6% through the end of last year. 
That’s steeper than the 2.3pp decline in the participation rate. The wage required to get someone to work at all, the 
so-called reservation wage, also rose 6.2% on average. 

“A lot of those people said, you know what, even though I'm usually willing to work a few hours a week or a couple 
days a week here and there before the pandemic, I'm just not going to do that anymore,” Faberman said. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz51531970
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